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ABSTRACT 
The paper proposes a series of stylometric analyses aimed at attributing the erotic novel Josefine Mutzenbacher (1906) to                  
one of its possible authors: Felix Salten, Arthur Schnitzler, Hermann Bahr, Peter Altenberg, Hugo von Hofmannsthal,                
Ernst Klein, and Willi Handl. After reviewing the discussion among literary scholars, two analyses have been performed:                 
one that combines 480 different methods to compare the seven candidate authors; one that verifies the attribution using                  
the "impostors" method. Results show how the most probable author is Felix Salten, more commonly known for his                  
children’s book Bambi. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Josefine Mutzenbacher oder Die Geschichte einer Wienerischen Dirne von ihr selbst erzählt (engl. Josefine              
Mutzenbacher or the story of a Viennese whore as told by herself), published in Vienna in 1906, has surely constituted                    
one of the most fascinating cases of authorship attribution in German literature. First of all, because this novel is “the                    
only so-called pornographic novel by a German writer that has achieved the rank of world literature” (Wiener, 1990).                  
This singular Bildungsroman (novel of development) depicts the childhood of the prostitute Mutzenbacher from the age                
of five to fourteenth years. Due to its massive success, it was followed by two sequels, widely translated, reprinted, and                    
adapted into several films.  
Secondly, because it has generally been attributed to Felix Salten, the author of the world-famous Bambi, but his                  
authorship has never been proven. Other authors have been suspected of writing this erotic masterpiece. Among them is                  
also Arthur Schnitzler who, in 1902, had published Reigen, a cycle of amorous adventures that caused scandal in the                   
Viennese society. In addition, both Reigen and Josephine Mutzenbacher were published by the same publisher, Wiener                
Verlag. Some scholars maintain that this scandalous text was the result of a “bet” by the Jung-Wiener writers Hermann                   
Bahr, Peter Altenberg, and Hugo von Hofmannsthal (Liebrand, 2006); others state that it was written by less-known                 
writers such as Ernst Klein (Weichinger, 1991; Hall, 2015) and Willi Handl (Englisch, 1990); even the publisher Fritz                  
Freund has been included in the list of suspects (Englisch, 1990; Schidrowitz, 1990).  
Thirdly, this controversy on authorship attribution became a juridical case. In 1988, a German court rejected Salten’s                 
heirs claim for royalties, since the documents and witness accounts they delivered were unable to demonstrate without                 
fail Salten’s authorship of the Mutzenbacher novel (Farin, 1990).  
This unsolved quest for the author of the novel is the starting point of our analysis. 
 
2. STYLOMETRIC ANALYSIS 
 
2.1 CORPUS CONSTRUCTION 
In order to test all theories and speculations proposed so far, we built a corpus of digitized texts, by collecting material                     
from multiple sources such as Project Gutenberg, Projekt Gutenberg-DE, and Kolimo. In four cases, we manually                
scanned and OCR-ed documents using the Transkribus platform (Kahle et al., 2017): manual evaluation of               
randomly-selected passages showed a character-error rate of about 2%, much below the minimum threshold for reliable                
authorship attribution (Eder, 2012; Franzini et al., 2018). 
To compare the candidates for authorship in a genre-coherent setup, we collected novels and short stories by seven                  
authors: Felix Salten, Arthur Schnitzler, Hermann Bahr, Peter Altenberg, Hugo von Hofmannsthal, Ernst Klein, and Willi                
Handl. The only candidate we had to leave out of the analysis is Fritz Freund, of which no novels or short stories (but just                        
some lyrics and a collection of letters) are available. 
Finally, we normalized any possible typographic discrepancy in the texts by transforming into digraphs all Umlauts and                 
the Eszett (ä -> ae; ö -> oe; ü -> ue; ß -> ss). 
An overview on the composition of the corpus is provided by Table 1. 

https://www.gutenberg.org/
https://www.projekt-gutenberg.org/
http://kolimo.uni-goettingen.de/


 

Table 1. Corpus composition1 
 

2.2 ANALYSIS SETUP 
All stylometric analyses2 were performed by using the functions of the R package Stylo (Eder et al., 2016), which enables                    
an efficient application of Burrows’s Delta (Burrows, 2002) and its numerous variants. To maximize the reliability of                 
results through multi-methodology (Juola, 2015), a total of 480 different analyses were performed on the basis of word                  
frequency, modifying respectively: 

the number of most frequent words (MFW) to be taken into consideration (from 50 to 2,000, with 50-word                  
steps); 
the measure to calculate the distances between texts (Burrows’s Delta, Cosine Delta, Eder’s Delta, and               
Canberra); 
the culling percentage (0%, 20%, and 50%), to tentatively counter-balance the possible influence of thematic               
similarities. 

For each of the 480 analyses, then, a quality metrics was produced by adopting the “simple score” described by (Evert et                     
al., 2017): this, in order to preserve the potential of multi-methodology, acknowledging at the same time the varying                  
efficiency of different approaches. 
Before running the analyses, all texts of the candidate authors were split into 5,000-word-long chunks (being it the                  
minimum text length for reliable authorship attribution, cf. Eder, 2013): this produced between 10 and 155 measurements                 
for each author. Of all these measurements (i.e. stylometric distances between Josefine Mutzenbacher and the other texts                 
in the corpus), only the shortest three were compared for each candidate author. This approach (inspired by the                  
“rolling.classify” function in the Stylo package) offered the possibility to identify with the maximum level of precision                 
the passages with a style closest to that of the Mutzenbacher. 
 
2.3 RESULTS 
Results of the analyses are presented in Table 2, which shows the percentage of attributions for each candidate, balanced 
through the “simple score” quality metrics. 
 

Table 2. Final results of the analysis 
 

 1  The text of Josefine Mutzenbacher was downloaded from Project Gutenberg. 
2  All scripts and corpora used for the analyses are available on Github. 

Author Number of texts Number of words Source 
Arthur Schnitzler 40 777,234 Kolimo 

Felix Salten 12 421,000 Projekt Gutenberg-DE 

Hugo von Hofmannsthal 18 203,656 Kolimo 

Hermann Bahr 4 203,482 Kolimo 

Ernst Klein 3 169,377 OCR 

Peter Altenberg 195 92,276 Kolimo 

Willi Handl 1 52,441 OCR 

Author Percentage of attributions 
Felix Salten 78.41 % 

Arthur Schnitzler 12.26 % 

Ernst Klein 9.33 % 

Peter Altenberg 0 % 

Hermann Bahr 0 % 

Willi Handl 0 % 

Hugo von Hofmannsthal 0 % 

https://www.gutenberg.org/
https://www.gutenberg.org/
https://www.gutenberg.org/
https://github.com/SimoneRebora/Josefine_Mutzenbacher_stylometry


Felix Salten clearly dominates in the attribution, followed at a long distance by Arthur Schnitzler and Ernst Klein. This                   
stylometric analysis seems to confirm the dominant (but never-confirmed) theory among scholars, that the author of the                 
scandalous Mutzenbacher is also the future inspirer of Disney’s children’s classic. This is confirmed also by a curious                  
coincidence, when Bambi (in a separated analysis ran on the non-split corpus) clusters closely to the Mutzenbacher (see                  
Figure 1). 
 
 

 
Figure 1. Dendrogram showing a close connection between Bambi and Mutzenbacher  
 



However, a more detailed analysis of the results (see Figure 2) also shows how thin the attribution threshold can be. As 
good practice suggests in these cases, a thorough verification of the results becomes necessary. 
 
 

 
Figure 2. Distances between candidate authors and the Mutzenbacher (with Burrows’s Delta and 0% culling). Notice how the 
lines of Salten and Klein get closer for high MFW 
 
3. AUTHORSHIP VERIFICATION 
Validation of the results was performed via the “impostors” procedure, described by (Koppel and Winter, 2014) and                 
recently implemented in the Stylo package (Eder, 2018). To determine the impostors (i.e. writers who cannot be the                  
authors of the text under examination, but who can “disturb” the stylistic signal of the main candidate and thus                   
confirm/deny the validity of the attribution), the entire Kolimo database was used, by selecting a total of 1,875 works                   
published after the year 1880. Based on these works, 200 authors were selected that showed closest to the style of the                     
Mutzenbacher (via a simple analysis with Cosine Delta, 2,000 MFW, and 0% culling) and compared with the seven                  
candidate authors through the “imposters” function in Stylo. In this case, texts were not split into 5,000-word chunks, but                   
preserved in their entirety. Texts shorter than 5,000 words were simply excluded from the analysis. 
The results, shown in Table 3, confirm Salten’s authorship but also raise some doubts. A probability of 53%, in fact, is                     
too close to the threshold of 50%, under which the impostors would have dominated over Salten. However, all the other                    
candidate authors are entirely overshadowed by the impostors, thus clearly excluding that they could be the authors of the                   
Mutzenbacher. 
 

Table 3. Authorship probability verified with the “impostors” method. Each percentage indicate the probability of the                
candidate author against the impostors 
 

Author Authorship probability 
Felix Salten 53 % 

Peter Altenberg 0 % 

Hermann Bahr 0 % 

Willi Handl 0 % 

Hugo von Hofmannsthal 0 % 

Ernst Klein 0 % 

Arthur Schnitzler 0 % 



4. CONCLUSION 
Through the combination of two stylometric approaches, our analysis confirmed how Felix Salten is the most probable                 
author of the erotic novel Josefine Mutzenbacher. In methodological terms, we have shown how computational methods                
can be fruitfully paired with traditional research practices, by building on top of their critical theories and proposals; by                   
testing, verifying, and eventually disproving them. 
However, we cannot but consider the conclusion of this work as provisional. Future research should be devoted for                  
example to finding ways to include the publisher Fritz Freund in the analysis; or to verify theories according to which the                     
ending of the Mutzenbacher was written by a different hand (Schidrowitz, 1990; Englisch, 1990). All these possibilities                 
can still open new scenarios for this attributive problem. Still, with our work for the first time we have provided scientific                     
evidence in support of a hypothesis that, despite having been debated for a century, had never found an actual                   
confirmation. 
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